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Study Background & Purpose

• State bond funded study 
pursuant to CGA Substitute 
Bill No. 788

• Supported by Norwalk 
business community and City 
of Norwalk

• Study Purpose: To investigate 
feasibility of reestablishing a 
rail station in Norwalk’s 
downtown in the vicinity of 
Wall Street along the 
Danbury Line
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Summary of Findings

At this time a station stop around Wall Street is not recommended. 

• The analysis shows that due to factors/limitations of physical, operational, and cost, 
none of the original four station alternatives evaluated are viable.

• However, a fifth or Hybrid site is the most ‘constructable’ alternative.

• Based on the service assumptions and ridership forecasting, a Wall Street Station 
would not generate substantial new ridership and would instead draw ridership from 
other nearby stations.

• The Wall Street area is currently well-served by existing transit, including both bus 
and microtransit.

• If expanded transit opportunities are desired near Wall Street or in the vicinity of 
Wall Street, priority should be given to optimize and expand existing transit services.

• This could be done at a lower cost than rail while offering a better frequency of service.
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Study Overview

Process
• Investigated the addition of a station stop in 

the vicinity of the historic Wall Street Rail 
Station in Norwalk

• The study included:
• The environmental, physical, demographic, 

and economic/TOD conditions
• Preliminary engineering
• High level cost estimates
• Assessment of operational impacts
• Ridership forecasts
• An evaluation matrix of the site 

alternatives

Outcome: A station stop 
near Wall Street is not 
recommended at this time
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The Five Sites

• Four initial sites evaluated

• It was determined that these sites 
had limited feasibility due to:

• Required platform length
• Locomotive needing to dwell 

in the tunnel for passengers 
to board and alight

• Parking concerns
• Constructability

• A hybrid site of Cross Street and 
River Street was evaluated as a 
fifth site

Isaac Street

Historic Wall 
Street Station

River Street

Cross Street

Hybrid Site

Intermodal Hub
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Initial Sites Summary

Station Sites Physical and Functional 
Characteristics Operational Characteristics

Cross Street 
Site

• Site long enough to accommodate a 3-car length 
platform only

• Possibility to create a parking lot

• Increased gate down time on the nearby grade crossing
• Double-stopping needed to accommodate a 6-car train

River Street 
Site

• Site long enough to accommodate a 2-car length 
platform only

• Potential access to nearby transit hub and parking 
facilities

• Triple-stopping needed to accommodate a 6-car train
• Location of the locomotive at the front or rear of the train 

constrained by fume exhaust hazard within the Wall Street Tunnel

Wall 
Street Site

• Site long enough to accommodate a 3-car length 
platform only

• Potential access to Wall Street
• Substantial property acquisitions
• Retaining wall work / underpinning work

• Nearby grade crossing to be remain closed while train is at station
• Double-stopping needed to accommodate a 6-car train
• Location of the locomotive at the front or rear of the 

train constrained by fume exhaust hazard within the Wall Street 
Tunnel

Isaacs 
Street Site

• Site long enough to accommodate a 3-car length 
platform only

• Potential access to Wall Street
• Substantial property acquisitions
• No parking lot in the vicinity

• Nearby grade crossing to be remain closed while train is at station
• Double-stopping needed to accommodate a 6-car train
• Location of the locomotive at the front or rear of the 

train constrained by fume exhaust hazard within the Wall Street 
Tunnel 10



Hybrid Site: River Street to Cross Street

•Site long enough to accommodate a 6-car 
length platform
•Potential pedestrian access at Cross Street and 
Burnell Boulevard
•Potential access to nearby transit hub and 
parking facilities
•Possibility to create a parking lot at Cross 
Street
•Requires modification/reconstruction of rail 
bridge
•Requires active rail platform over river

Physical and Function Characteristics

• No significant operational constraints
• Impact on nearby grade crossing

Operational Characteristics
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Cost Estimates
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Hybrid Site Alternative
• The cost of this 

station is between 
$59 - $62 million 
including the 
construction of a 
passing siding



Transportation Conditions: Roadway & Transit

Strong transit networks - 15 local and regional bus routes operate 
within the study area in addition to the 
WHEELS2U microtransit program
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The study assessed traffic volumes, crashes, parking, existing transit, 
and the bike/ped network within the study area and potential 
impacts from a new station:

• Current traffic conditions on some streets in the study area are nearing capacity and 
would need to be studied further if a rail station is to be built

• Roughly 635 new daily vehicle trips are projected as a result of a Wall Street Station



Transportation Conditions: Bicycle and Pedestrian

Study identified the need for 
improved bicycle and 
pedestrian connections

City should continue to build 
out its multimodal network
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Projected Ridership

Potential Ridership at Wall Street Station:
• Ridership forecasts were developed in part based on TOD build-out scenarios provided by 

the City
• Although this study did not look at New Haven Line ridership projections, the actual net 

generation from a Wall Street station would likely be taking existing riders from 
surrounding stations (East Norwalk, South Norwalk, and Merritt 7)
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2020 Projections 2035 Projections 2050 Projections

Total Daily Weekday Trips On Off On Off On Off

Wall Street Station 73 169 153 444 259 592

Danbury Line 1608 1557 2136 2167 2781 2764

Percent of Wall Street 5% 11% 7% 20% 9% 21%

Data Sources: CTDOT Forecasting Model (Tranplan); Future Development Data from Norwalk



Market Assessment

A market assessment was used to understand the possible 
economic benefits/TOD impacts that might result from a 
Wall Street Station:

• There is strong demand for additional multifamily development within the 
study area.

• There is opportunity for redevelopment.
• Those living within the study area have shown a willingness to utilize 

transit to get to their place of work, especially those working in Stamford 
or north in proximity of the Merritt 7 Station.

• Population growth has been led by foreign born residents and those 
relocating from other states within the northeast and the south. 
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Evaluation

• A site evaluation matrix was 
used to summarize the findings 
of the assessment

• While Cross Street has slightly 
more potential than the other 
three sites, it falls short due to 
operational constraints

• Only the Hybrid site has both 
operational feasibility and 
constructability
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Summary of Findings

At this time a station stop around Wall Street is not recommended. 

• The analysis shows that due to factors/limitations of physical, operational, and cost, 
none of the original four station alternatives evaluated are viable.

• However, a fifth or Hybrid site is the most ‘constructable’ alternative.

• Based on the service assumptions and ridership forecasting, a Wall Street Station 
would not generate substantial new ridership and would instead draw ridership from 
other nearby stations.

• The Wall Street area is currently well-served by existing transit, including both bus 
and microtransit.

• If expanded transit opportunities are desired near Wall Street or in the vicinity of 
Wall Street, priority should be given to optimize and expand existing transit services.

• This could be done at a lower cost than rail while offering a better frequency of service.
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Questions
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